
It’s never to soon to become aware, eligible & prepared for life after high school. 

Imagine working in the Bioscience Technologies industry if your favorite subjects are: 
Science, Stem or Math

IMPORTANT CHARACTER TRAITS TO HAVE:

WAYS TO EXPLORE:
T H I N K
•You have probably heard of 
DNA before but what about 
adenine, thymine, cytosine or 
guanine? Find out how they 
relate to DNA. 
C R E A T E
•Traits or characteristics that are 
passed down someone by their 
relatives are called an “inherited 
trait” while “learned behaviors” 
are taught or developed over a 
person’s lifetime. Make a list of 
some of each.  
I N V E S T I G A T E
•Read about the process 
of milk homogenization. 
What happens with non-
homogenized milk? How else 
can you explore in the area of 
BIOSCIENCE TECHNOLOGIES?

BIOSCIENCE 
TECHNOLOGIES CAREERS

SALARY 
POTENTIAL

EDUCATIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS

Medical Lab Technician $        

Clinical Lab Technician $$       

Medical Lab Technologist $$    

Clinical Lab Technologist $$         

Bioscience Technician $$         

Bioscience Technologist $$$$           

Microbiologist $$$        

RECOGNIZING
STRENGTHS

APPRECIATING
DIVERSITY

ORGANIZATIONAL
SKILLS

TEAMWORK ANALYZING
SITUATIONS

Educational Choices
Bachelor’s Degree: The first years of study 
will be devoted to general education courses while later 
years focus on classes within a defined field of study.  

Associates Degree: A shorter length of 
degree than a Bachelor’s degree program. Students will 
gain basic technical and academic knowledge to either go to 
work or continue in their studies. 

Trade School: Usually one-year or 
less. Provide specialized hands-on training to do 
a specific skill or trade.

HSD

Graduate Degree: A degree of 
advanced academic studies a student can pursue 
only after first earning a Bachelor’s degree. 

HSD

HILLSBORO HIGH SCHOOL
BIOSCIENCE 
TECHNOLOGIES

Potential Local Employers

•Acumed LLC
•Virginia Garcia 
Memorial Health Center
•OHSU Tuality Healthcare
•Genentech
•Enli Health Intelligence
•Kaiser Permanente
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